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Game Room
W ill Open
Tomorrow
AWS-Sponsored Lounge
W ill Provide Recreation
For Students

Z400

Blackout Instructions

IMIN.
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University May Adopt

1. Blackout Signals: Blackout—Whistle blown for five sec
onds, then three second interval—this continued for 15 times,
which requires two minutes. All Clear Signal—two minute
continuous blast. These signals will be sounded from certain
whistles over town. Whistles soon will be installed at the
Montana Power company sub-station and at the university
Ten-W eek Summer Session to Speed U p
heating plant.
Graduation of Students Considered By Faculty;
2. When the signal is sounded, all lights must be turned
President Outlines War-Tim e Program
out unless they are in a light-proof room. Cars are to be driven
to the curb, stopped and their lights turned off. If the car
A four-quarter system, similar to that recently adopted
is on the bridge or in a viaduct, it should be driven to the
by Harvard, Princeton and Yale, may become an actuality as
first open space where it can be parked at the right hand
side of the street. It is recommended that each residence hall a result of a series of faculty conferences beginning today and
or house appoint a blackout warden and assistants, so that continuing the next two weeks, President Ernest O. Melby an
nounced yesterday. This action, taken in cooperation with
there will be someone available at all times during possible
other universities, is part of a national plan, approved by the
blackout hours, i.e. from night till morning, who is responsible
War department, which will .enable students to gain as much
for darkening the building. Turn out the lights if everyone is
training as possible before entering military service, the
leaving the house during the evening.
"^president said.
3. The National Defense committee recommends that during
Although the university cannot
blackouts, civilians go to a basement room where they
operate a real' four-quarter plan,
the faculty will consider a 10-week
will be protected from possible bomb splinters and flying
summer quarter which would al
glass. The windows of such rooms should be covered so that
low students to finish one, two or
lights may be left on. Plywood or pulp board is recommended
three quarters ahead of schedule,
for this purpose, as such coverings give considerable protec
depending upon the number of
tion from shattered glass, and alsp from the weather in case
summer quarters completed.
All students now in the uni
a window is broken.
Can Carry 15 Credits
versity who are interested in
During the summer session, stu
4. It is essential to protect stairways and other places where attending: the summer session
a person might fall in the dark. Blue colored lights are recom should put notice of their inten dents could carry four and five
mended for this purpose. It is acceptable to the Local Defense tions in the faculty post office credit courses with a total of 15
credits. Curricula would be based
board to use blue lights inside a building if the lights are hox in Main hall, Dr. G. D. Shal on the courses that students de
hooded with a shade so that the light shines down onto the lenberger, professor of physics manded or needed to complete be
and head of the summer session,
fore graduation. This plan would
floor and not out a window.
said yesterday.
The University Defense committee requests that you advise | Notices, due -Tar, z i, should keep the fall, winter and spring
them of the arrangements which you have made to provide f include name of the student, quarters intact for students who
have to work during the summer,
these facilities.
courses needed to graduate and Dr. Melby said.
Plans for the medical care of the University groups are other courses desired,
The national program is aimed
Plans are under way to re
being worked out in conjunction with the procedure for the organize the summer session cur at three points for which universi
rest of Missoula by Dr. Hesdorffer, Missoula coordinator for riculum to enable students to go ties are responsible, the president
said. First, the colleges should do
civil medical defense. These plans will be announced later.
to school four quarters a year

Modified Four-Quarter
System Says Melby

A- game room for use of stu
dents will open tomorrow after
noon under the sponsorship of
AWS, Maribeth Kitt, Missoula,
president, announced last night.
Work done to prepare the Silver
room in the Student Union as a
recreational room for use by
university students was done by
AWS in cooperation with Cyrile
Van Duser, Student Union man
ager.
The room will contain a club
lounge in the center, a nickelodeon,
ping-pong tables, bridge tables,
checkers and plenty of room for
dancing. The only charge will be
for the juke box and a charge of
five cents an hour for ping-pong
paddles.
“ This is an entirely non-profit
proposition and will be continued
so long as the properties are not
abused,” Miss Van Duser said.
■
“ Even the pennants on the walls
have been donated by students. We
would be glad to have more, and
suggestions for improvement of
the room will be welcomed.”
According to Miss Kitt, the room
will be open afternoons from 1 to
6 o’clock and evenings from 9 to
10:15 o’clock. It will be open
week-ends when school dances are
everything possible to strengthen
,not scheduled.
instead of three, Shallenberger
morale and to make a general edu
AWS is looking for a name for
said.
cational contribution to the solu
the room and everyone who visits
tion of the war problem. They
it Wednesday afternoon and eve
should teach democracy and give
N Y A Time Cards
ning will be asked for suggestions.
the community and the state lead
The names of all who are present
Are Due Tomorrow
ership in thinking about war.
Wednesday night will be taken to
The first NYA month of the
In an effort to organize student attempts to raise money for
In the second place, they should
judge the future use of the room.
quarter ends tomorrow at 5 o’clock, contribute to defense measures by
The idea for a room devoted to the continued observance of Aber day, Marcus Bourke, Lewis- Dale Galles, NYA secretary and
giving courses in mathematics,
games and dancing was conceived town, last night appointed an Aber day committee headed by t i m e k e e p e r , said yesterday. Each
radio, surveying and meteorology
last quarter and work begun early
■®Ray Wise, Great Falls.
student is responsible for getting and by establishing two - year
this month. The executive board
The committee will back all at his time card into the office before courses to prepare men for en
of AWS approved the plans and
tempts at money-raising, and will the deadline.
trance into armed service.
members of the faculty have stated
sponsor numerous student functions
Time cards need both the faculty
Organization Needed
their belief that it will be an asset
this quarter to raise a fund suf supervisor’s signature and the stu
The point to be realized, Dr.
to the campus, since it will pro
ficient to pay for Aber day ex dent’s signature to be complete. Melby said, is to organize the uni
vide recreation as well as make
penses.
No adjustments will be made for versity so that men can get more
use of an otherwise empty ball
The money-raising was neces cards late or improperly filled out. training than was previously pos
room. Some have suggested that
sitated by the abolition of the usual the NYA secretary said.
sible before they enter active mili
it may also relieve the congestion
The first co-rec party of the $350 fund set aside for this day
tary service.
in the Student store.
quarter begins at 7:30 o’clock to when the university budget was NOTICE
Montana School of Mines last
night in the women’s gymnasium, reduced last fall.
Sentinel pictures for Alpha week initiated a policy of stream
according to Ann Johnson, Helena,
Thus far the only attempt to Kappa Psi will be taken at 7 lining its educational program by
Yphantis Announces chairman. A new game, aerial start a fund was unsuccessful when o’clock tonight on the steps of advancing the 1942 commencement
darts, has been added to the list the ASMSU mixer for that purpose the Student Union. All members
date from June 5 to May 8. Subject
of entertainment.
failed to meet expenses.
Bavarian Carvings
(Continued on Pajge Two)
are urged to be present.
First observed in 1915 at the
Badminton, shuffleboard, ping
pong and darts will be available suggestion of Dean C. W. Leaphart
To Be Displayed
to students till 8:30. In the con of the law school, the day has
A collection of small wood carv cluding hour, music for dancing since become one of the most fam
ings from the Bavarian village of will be furnished by a nickelodeon. ous traditions of the university.
Oberammergau will be shown in
“ If Aber day is to be continued
Fraternities, sororities and resi
the art building today and Thurs dence halls have been asked to this year, it must be financially
Recent changes in American attitudes toward war consti
day between 3 and 6 o’clock, George urge members’ attendance. Coeds backed solely by the student body,”
Yphantis, associate professor of fine are especially invited because at Bourke said, “ and the appointment tuted the subject discussed for the second in the weekly series
arts, announced recently.
previous parties men have outnum of the Aber day committee is only of university round table broadcasts over KG VO last night.
The collection consists of more bered the women, Miss Johnson the beginning. Student support is Ralph Y. McGinnis, assistant professor of speech, acted as
than 40 pieces comprising several said.
the key to the situation.”
chairman of the discussion which included Harvey Baty, as
groups, the most notable being the
Co-recreational parties were first
sistant professor of religion; E. A. Atkinson, professor of psy
Christmas creche, or crib. The presented on this campus two years UNIVERSITY ALUMNUS
chology, and E. L. Freeman, professor of English, as speakers.
“Last Supper,” executed in minute ago as a mid-week relaxer com KTT.T/En IN ACCIDENT
detail and encased in an ebony bining music and informal sports
The four university professors*^Ruth Smails, Los Angeles, left
shrine, illustrates the delicacy and Miss Betty Clague, assistant pro for her home yesterday to attend were in general agreement that the est could probably be isolated as
feeling the artist had in his work, fessor of physical education, said funeral services for her stepfather, only possible good than can de the principle causes. Dr. Freeman
Inhabitants of Oberammergau that co-rec parties are a regular Carl Cameron, Los Angeles at velop out of our present war also brought up the fact that many
are known also for their dramatiza event on many campuses.
torney, who was killed in an auto against Japan is a more intelligent of bur leading economists have said
consideration of the problems that that the unemployment problem in
tion of the Passion Play, and many
On the publicity committee are mobile accident.
Germany and Japan—a problem
of the wood carvings exhibit a re- Kay Willis, Winifred; Gretchen
Cameron, who belonged to the caused the conflict.
Religion was thought to be a which' was left unsolved at the
ligous motif.
Van Cleve, Custer, and Helen Pet Sigma Nu social fraternity and was
The exhibition is circulated by erson, Cut Bank. Catherine Leon prominent in campus affairs, was comparatively minor factor in the Aid of the last war—is of pertinent
Blanche A. Byerly, Westport, Conn., ard, Miles City, and Betty Madison graduated from the law school in present conflict, Baty offering the importance in any consideration
suggestion that fear and self inter of the “why’s” of our prese’nt war.
and tours most of the United States Great Falls, are planning the music. 1913.

Shallenberger
Asks Students
For Notices

Bourke Appoints Aber Day
Committee to Raise Money

First Co-Rec
Party Is Set
For Tonight

Round Table Speakers
Analyze Attitude on W ar

,
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Campus Group
Stresses Missoula
Recreation Needs
Problems of recreational facili
ties for Missoula youth were dis
cussed last week over KGVO by
Leonard Lambkin, Lincoln; Walter
Niemi, Butte; Joyce Crutchfield,
Missoula; James Walsh, Geraldine,
and Grace Jean Wheeler, Ronan,
in the quarter’s first weekly Cam
pus Congress broadcast. Walsh is
chairman of the programs.
Missoula’s recreational problem
could be solved by the construc
tion of a civic center which would
be paid for by the youth of the
community and which would be
done by cooperation with the Youth
council, the group decided in dis
cussion.
A recreational problem exists
in Missoula because all the present
facilities are too expensive.
Be
cause roller skating, bowling, mov
ies and skiing require money, high
school students frequent road
houses and night clubs.

Tuesday, January 20,1942

Night Club Life, Dances,
Basketball H ighlight ,
Week-end Society
The night-club atmosphere mingled with the rah-rah spirit
of basketball this week-end as Music club’s annual dance Sat
urday night and the Montana-Gonzaga games Friday and
Saturday nights vied for the social spotlight. The after-game
dance, SAE. fireside and Alpha Delta Pi sleigh-riding party, all
Friday night, rounded out an eventful week-end.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon initiated $Jack Mahan, Helena; Maurice
Bill Bellingham---Volkman, Great Falls; Dave Boyd,
Jack Hallowell, Pete Kampe..
---- Associate Editors
John Sal din__ ■
_____:
Paris, Tex.; Don Heidel, Broadus;
— Business Manager
Lowell Asher, Livingston, and
Lloyd Eastman, Missoula, Sunday.
BEAR PAWS BEGIN
Melbys Are Guests
RADIO FUND
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest O. Melby
and Eileen Murphy, Anaconda,
Bear Paws’ after-the-game dance last Friday, the proceeds
Solidarity Conferences
were Sunday dinner guests at the
of which are to be used for new radios for the Student Union
Sigma Chi house.
Began Under Bolivian
lounge, was a fine gesture. The lounge radios are now about
Blu Middleton, Helena, left the
Leader— Mansfield
Sigma Ghi house Sunday for Anseven years old and, although age as such shouldn’t mean much
apolis, Md., where he will enter
in the life of a radio, the depredations of the student body on
“The first attempt to bring the
the U. S. Naval Academy.
their property have made new radios necessary.
states of -the Americas together
John Davis, Minot, N. D., was
occurred in 1826, when the presi
Use of the tops of the cabinets for footrests, nailed boots and Christmas Takes
dinner guest at the SPE house
dent of Columbia, Simon Bolivar,
Sunday. Lieut. Bob DeMers of
all, has not enhanced the appearance. It was necessary to put
called a conference at Panama. Its
Fort Lewis, Wash., was a week-end
heavy wire screens on the back of the radios because too many Many Trees
purpose was to further peace and
visitor.
tubes were disappearing. Anyone who has seen the only radio
security in Spanish America,”
Theta Chi entertained Ruthie
which still works must have noticed the sole remaining tuning Forestry school property in the Heidel, Broadus, at Sunday dinner. Michael Mansfield said in opening
his weekly Latin American talk
knob. It has been “fixed” so that it will work on any of the Blackfoot valley produced aboul
Margo Middleton, H e l e n a , over KGVO last night.
34,000 of the 76,000 Christmas treeu
pledged Kappa Kappa Gamma
shafts—tuning, dialing, volume, etc.
shipped from that valley in' the
In Washington, D. C., 18 states
Because of this destructive activity on the part of students two months prior to the holiday Thursday.
were represented at the first of
Mrs.
Tyler
Thompson,
Delta
who mar, deface and even destroy the radios’ reception and seasori, C. W. Bloom, assistant pro
modern series of Pan-American
Gamma housemother, and Mrs.
then complain because the machines don’t work, a plan is being fessor of forestry announced re Frank Keith, Kappa housemother, conference which created the
cently.
Pan-American Union.
considered to remedy the situation.
entertained Mrs. Mary Elrod Ferg
Other meetings were conducted
The trees were cut as a part of uson, Mrs. E. O. Melby and fra
This plan would include speakers permanently installed in
a beneficial thinning program, ternity and sorority housemothers in Buenos Aires, Mexico City and
either end of the lounge, operated from a central control board. Bloom said.
other Latin American cities. Many
at a dinner Saturday.
A ll mechanism would be installed away from prying bands
1resolutions were adopted, most of
Trees were tied in bales and
Former
Student
Visits
. ,
.
I them pertaining to economic and
and uncontrolled feet.
tagged according to size; the color
Arlysse Kitzenberg, Plentywood,] cultural matters.
Requests for desired programs would have to be filed with of the tag denoting the number of was the guest of Pat MacHale,
Hull Appointed
trees per bale.
the control board, “first come, first served.”
Sehlby, at luncheon Saturday at
When Franklin Roosevelt became
Each tag carried this message: the Sigma Kappa house. Miss
If other organizations would add to the fund begun by Bear “This tree brings a Christmas mes —
—
.. ,
1
,,
president, he declared in speeches
Paws, a superior and protected radio system could be made sage from the great outdoors. Its Kitzenberg, who was a student here |that he wanted to be a ,< ood
last
year
was
on
her
way
to
Spojneighbor.”
He chose Cordell Hull
possible.—B. H.
cutting was not destructive, but
kane, where she will enroll in a U slukd of the American d eleg S on
gave needed room for neighboring business
college.
to the congress which adopted a
trees to grow faster and better.”
Elizabeth Fearl and Leona
MONEY-MAKING IDEAS
The Blackfoot trees were shipped Welsh, both of Missoula, were Sun resolution for lower tariffs and'
HELP STUDENTS
mainly to points in Texas and Kan day dinner guests of Sigma Kappa. reciprocal trade agreements, con
tinued Mansfield.
We note with admiration the initiative of two enterprising sas, the professor concluded.
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Bourke
In September and October o f
were
dinner
guests
at
the
Phi
Delt
Brown students who are helping to finance their college
1939 in Panama, a special confer
house
Sunday.
education with an original idea to make money.
ence was called to consider hemi
Bob Oswald, Great Falls, was re sphere neutrality. All American
“ Sleep late and let the Mercury Book service return your
cently elected president of Phi states were represented except
overnight reserve books to any campus library before 9 a. m.”
Delta
pledge class.
_ , Theta’s
. _
„„ . . Canada. The meeting resulted in
is their slogan. The students, Vincent Luca and William
■RalPh Bray, Miles City; Marjorie the signing of the «Deciaration o f
Harrison, Bndger, and Maurus Panama» which presented a united
Saunders, go on the assumption that students would rather
pay a nickel for the return of their books on time than be
Mary Kennedy’ bothifront to the belligerents and creof Missbula, were Sunday dinner jated a safety zone about the Pan_
worried about the library fine for a late returned book.
(Continued from Paze One)
|guests at the Phi Sigma Kappa American countries
A maximum of $22.50 can be made weekly with an average to approval by the State Board of jhouse- Bm Fleming, Glendive,
Roosevelt Calls Meets
of 450 reserve books on overnight loan during the week.
Education and adjustments made |wa§ a week-end guest.
Relations between the republics
. At this university dating bureaus have been organized with by other units of the greater uni- I Alpha Chi Omega entertained of the Americas have become more
a price of 15 cents charged per date. The entrepreneurs soon versity, the faculty has approved jPat MacDonald, St. Regis; Virginia j intimate> said Mansfield, in conwent out of business—evidently no one trusted their judgment. a program eliminating entirely the Perkins, Harlowton, and Peggy jcluding. An economic inter-Amerithree-month vacation period. Th ey!Gerhardt> Anaconda, at dinner jcan trade was built up ^
Latin
But plans such as these go to show what an ingenius mind have also set up a tentative p r o -jSundayAmericas sought safety - security
can do to raise the money for that first-of-the-quarter tuition. gram under which the academic D- c - Warren of Glendive vis- against the United States as well
year of nine months will begin ited his daughter, Christine, Mon- as Europe. The United States, in
day.
contrast, was interested in expandstory of the gradual sucking dry of early in June this year and con- J
Grace Wrigley, Deer Lodge, went i jng f^g trade, its investments and
Frenchman’s Bend by Flem Snopes tinue until March, 1943.
ome for the week-end.
j political influence. This country
and his endless kin. They came out
Marie Sterrett, Townsend; Toni j e m p l o y e d its diplomacy for fu rof nowhere, they settled on French
Boumans and Dorothy Ficke, bothjthering its economic desires; Latin
Hewlett Johnson — The Soviet man’s Bend and the Varneys like Comics Analysis
of Valier, and Jean Camall, Nonie.America used it mainly to achieve
Power. The author, dean of Can wasps on a burst pear, they got the
Lynch and Kay Clark, all of Mis- political ends,
terbury, surveys the achievements, store and the big house, the money To Feature
soula, were dinner guests of Alpha
____________________
social and political of Soviet Russia, and the woihen.
lays the blame for the Russo-Ger
Phi Sunday.
|SCHREIBER REQUESTS
William L. Shirer—Berlin Diary. Sluice Box Issue
man pact on the French and British “Berlin Diary” is the most import
T vi ^lal/ rt^ Pled^es
ALD’S TO REGISTER
“ There’s Money in the Funnies,”
Jo Flaherty, Missoula, pledged [
governments, and finally pleads for ant non-fiction book of the season;
Dr. W. E. Schreiber, professor o f
an
analysis
of
.funny
papers
by
Ar
Alpha
Phi
Thursday.
friendship between Russia and probably of the year. In it the
|physical education, asks that all
thur
Sanderson,
Philipsburg,
and
Mary
Bukvich,
Butte,
and
Ger
England before it is forever too author describes his experiences in
an article on writing by Mrs. aldine McCormick, Billings, were Imembers of Alpha Lambda Delta
late.
Germany before the war broke out, Mary B. Clapp, instructor in Eng dinner guests at the Alpha Phi [desiring to join the first aid class
Albert Halper—Sons of the Fath and during its first year and a half, lish, will be published in the win
register with E. L. Marvin, assistant
house Saturday.
ers. Honestly, sincerely, and with during which time he reported Nazi ter quarter issue of Sluice Box,
professor of philosophy and psyPatsy Elder, Missoula, was the
an abundance of homely detail Mr. activities for Hearst’s Universal campus literary magazine, accord
|chology, in Main hall before T
guest
of
Tri-Delta
at
luncheon
Sat
Halper’s new book tells the story News Service, and broadcast re ing to Ann Clements, Helena, edi
o’clock tonight.
urday.
of what happened to “a little man” ports for CBS.
tor.
Virginia
Hayek,
Great
Falls,
and
[
Phyllis
Wilcox, Drummond, and
and his family during the last war.
William Butler Yeats—The King
Manuscripts are in great demand
Pierson, Stevensville*
Richard Albert Cordell — W. of the Great Clock Tower. This and poetry is especially needed. Virginia Bell, Glendive, were Sun- , Dorothy
Somerset Maugham. Biographical latest volume of the Irish poet and Material for publication should be day dinner guests at the DG house, j spent the week-end at their homes.
Kappa Alpha Theta entertained i Florine Rouleau, Butte, was the
and critical sketch of the life and playwright contains dance-drama, turned in to members of the staff
works of Somerset Maugham. “The King of the Great Clock immediately or at the office, Li Mary Jane Gorr, Anaconda; Penny |guest of Genevieve Antonich,
There is a complete catalog of Tower,” which combines prose brary 111, according to the editor. Risser, Placerville, Calif., and Mar-j Chuquicamata, Chili, at New hall
guerite McGreal, Butte, at dinner <over the week-end.
Maugham’s works with descriptive dialog and lyrics. In addition there
Sluice Box is scheduled to ap Sunday.
j Helen Gussenhoven, Butte, was a.
and critical notes on each.
are a group of supernatural songs; pear early in February.
Theta Pledges honored active Iweek-end guest at New hall,
William Faulkner—The Hamlet. a poem, “A Parrellite at Pasnell’s
members at a tea Sunday.
j Sue Pigot, Roundup, was a SatThe story of “the Hamlet” is the Funeral,” and a number of lyrics.
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers
Eleanor Ivankovich, Anaconda, urday luncheon guest at New hall.

Four Quarter
School System
Contemplated

Onthe OpenShelf

Peace Talks
Started W ith
Simon Bolivar
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Grizzlies Drub Gonzaga

THE
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INTRAMURAL BOWLING,
BASKETBALL SCHEDULES
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Grizzlies to Defend Cage
Title Against Dillon Normal

Basketball
Tonight—7:30, Sigma Phi Ep
silon vs. Theta Chi; 8:30, Sigma
Chi vs. Phi Sigma Kappa.
Montana Grizzly basketballers make an official defense of
Wednesday — 7:30, Mavericks their state basketball championship tomorrow night playing
vs. Sigma Alpha Epsilon; 8:30,
Montana Normal Bulldogs, state small conference champs last
Phi Delta Theta vs. Sigma Nu.
Thursday—7:30, Sigma Alpha year, in Dillon. Friday the two squads resume the series in
Montana’s cagers showed their best form of the season as Epsilon vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon: Missoula and if a rubber game is necessary it will be played
they whipped Gonzaga Bulldogs, 73-50 and 52-31, Friday and 8:30, Sigma Chi vs. Mavericks. here Saturday.
Saturday, sweeping the first two of a four-game series. The
Bowling
. The Bulldogs have a good record and Montana Mines. Games were
lost to College of Puget Sound, one
other two games will be played in Spokane Feb. 13 and 14.
Saturday — 1:30, Phi Delta so far this season. Out of 14 games out of four to Ricks, Whitman,
they
have
won
nine
and
lost
four,
—->— ---------------------------------------In the preliminary Saturday
Theta vs. Sigma Chi; Sigma Phi
Idaho Normal, and last week-end
[night the Cubs, sparked by the Epsilon vs. Sigma Alpha Epsilon, averaging 47.1 points per game to split a two-game series with Bil
They have de
clever floor work of Dick Bowman, and Phi Sigma Kappa vs. Theta opponents 36.2.
feated Northwest Welders, Great lings Poly.
guard, and the shooting of Bob Chi.
Boasting a team average of 6 ft.
Falls College of Education, Ricks
Latrielle, center, downed the Studecollege, Lewiston Normal, North 1 in., the squad is composed of five
baker Champs, 49-46.
western Nazarene, Billings Poly freshmen, four sophomores and two
Missoula high downed Butte Phi Delts Defeat
seniors. The tallest member is
Central in the early game Friday
Harry Farrington, stretching 6 ft.
SAE’s ,'
night, 39-22.
7 in. and the shortest is Ernie Good
Kappa Kappa Gamma nosed out
The Grizzlies displayed a fine
at 5 ft. 9 in.
After a slow start Phi Delta
Alpha Phi, Kappa Alpha Theta
Personnel of the Bulldog squad
trounced •Delta Delta Delta and brand of shooting in the Friday Theta, defending Interfratemity
includes George Aiken, soph, 6 ft.
Alpha Chi Omega won easily from game counting often to rim up the cage champions, defeated Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, 35 tq 25.
1 in., captain of the -team. Named
Kappa Delta when mineralite met score 28-14 early in the game.
Neither team scored a basket in
on the all-state small conference
Burgess Starts Scoring
maple in the first Intersorority
team last year, he is one of the
Bowling League games Saturday.
Jack Burgess started the scoring the first four minutes of play.
Bulldogs’ most -consistent scorers.
Catherine Cowell, KKG, walked by dropping in a free throw. (Danny Rowland, PDT forward,
Rolling the high team series of
John Burgess, soph, 6 ft. 2 in.,
away with high score honors, hit Ebangh tallied for Gonzaga, and hooped the first counter and short 2,620, featured by a 209 game by
ting 179 for a single and knocking then big Gene Clawson gave the ly after converted another. The Ben Stephens, Phi Delta Theta earned a guard spot on the all-con
ovqr 490 pins for a three match Grizzlies five on a pair of close-in half ended 11 to 5 in favor of the bowlers swept three matches with ference team of last year and is a
Phi Delt’s.
good defensive man and a standout
total. - Jean Marshall, KKG, and pivot shots and a free throw.
Don Gray, scrappy SAE center, Theta Chi Saturday afternoon. on backboard play.
Helen Rae, KAT, tied for second
Chuck Burgess intercepted a
Sigma
Nu
won
two
out
of
three
Aitken Led Scorers
individual, honors with 430. Ann Bulldog pass to score with Jones was high-point man, scoring four from Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Phi
Dave Aitken, soph, 6 ft. 3% in.,
Johnson, KAT, was third with 421. adding two free throws. Sepich field goals and four free shots.
Sigma Kappa barely edged out a was all-conference forward and
KKG is high for game totals with swished two long shots for Gon
win from Sigma Phi Epsilon with leading scorer of the small college
a tally of 715.
zaga and Ebaugh scored. Jack Dowen, Cummings, forwards; La a narrow 3-2 margin.
basketball league. Ernie Good,
In the Kappa-Alpha Phi triple, Burgess dribbled in from the side trielle 15, Rieder, centers; Bowman
An overtime series was played to
the losers dropped tlie second game to dump one and Sepich connected 10, Berger 2, Jacobson 5, guards. settle the red-hot PSK-SPE battle; soph, 5 ft. 9 in., fastest man on the
by 12 pins when Arabel Burgess, again.
Studebakers (46)—Pitts 8, Hard bowlers from both squads rolled an squad, is considered by many to be
usually consistent, high scorer,
DeGroot looped a long swisher, ing 10, Ferris 2, forwards; Milller extra line after the third tilt was the team’s best player.
Bud Deegan, frosh, 6 ft. 3 in., an
slumped her game. Ruth McLeod then scored on a fast break before 2, Richards, centers; Williams 11,
tied at 719.
all-state forward in ’39, played
showed well for the Alpha Phis. Yager split the net for the Bull •Swarthout 13, guards.
Final totals in the contest em with the Stockman of Billings last
Jean Marshall, last year’s high dogs- Jones tore in for a lay in ,Box Score (Friday):
ulated a story book finish when year. Deegan is the best long shot
individual scorer, rolled good and Chuck Burgess converted a
Montana (73)
FG FT PF TP the winning quintet nosed out the on the squad. Harry Farrington,
games, but below previous pin pusher and a setup.
Jones, f
fighting Phi Sig five 785 to 784.
5
frosh, 6 ft. 7 in., one of the leading
totals. Thetas and Alpha Chis won
DeGroot, f -_____ _ 6
Stephens, PDT team leader, scorers in interscholastic Big 16
their matches with comfortable
Clawson, c
filled most of the frames with competition last season.
5
margins.
entered the game. Even then scor J. Burgess, g
3
strikes for. high individual honors
Duke Dupuis, senior, 5 ft. 10 in.,
How they bowled:
ing continued with Edwards add C. Burgess, g ___ __ 3
for the afternoon. "The Phi Delt has four years of experience. Du
ing two buckets running the half Nicholas, g
Alpha
1
kegler totaled 568 in three sets.
puis is a strong defensive man and
Chi Omega 1st 2nd 3rd T’tl time score to 36-22.
Hesser, g
0
Sandell, Sigma Nu, placed second a hard ball rustler. Bob Deegan,
Larson'
_112 111 140 363
Regulars Return
McKenzie, c
3
with a 553 total and bowled ai 209 frosh, 6 ft. 1 in., running'mate of
C o l e ________ ..117 115 117 349
Edwards', f ______ _ 3
game in the opening frame for high brother, Bud, is a dangerous leftKaufman
93
92 102 287
Scott, f
•- 0
single. Swartz, Theta Chi ace Me- handed forward. Bob Thill, frosh,
Garman _____114
119
331
98
Dahmer, c
__ 1
Cully, SAE kegler , and Potter, 5 ft. 10 in., is a good checker
Hirschy '
102 103 121 326
Taylor, g
. .
1
PDT, paced the field with games though has more fouls called,
Muskett, f . ..
0
of 207, 205 and 204 respectively.
against him than any teammate.
Totals
.538 519 599
first string a rest. Yager kept sink
Scores
Kappa Delta
ing long shots cutting the lead to
Totals .
31 11 10 73 ? Theta Chi
1st 2nd 3rd T’tl
Carkulis
85
68 110 263 15 points then Edwards, Taylor
It’s Better
Gonzaga (50)
FG FT PF TP Stirratt____ __ 167 156 161 484
Marrs
77 275 and MacKenzie counted to gain
-117
81
LaBissioniere, f
. 1
Wendt !__ ___ 141 153 154 448
77
50
67 196 back the loss.
Evans
Sepich, f
_____ . 5
11 Green
175 164 140' 479
Stephenson
76
92 244
76
Saturday night Mdntana started Yager, c ________ __ 7
Dry Cleaning
Sykes
__ 176 105 175 456
Alff
_ 71
62
87 220 out with a bang, grabbing an early
Brice, g ____ ___
DIAL 2151
2
Swartz —_____ 207 171 161 539
lead which was never seriously Ebaugh, g ... .. _ 4
Florence
Laundry-Co.
428 337 433
Totals
threatened, for a 52-31 win. The Covle, c ___
- 0
Totals . __866 749 791 2406
Kappa Alpha Theta
last game stretched their winning Evavold, f ______ _t 1
Phi Delta Theta
R a e _________ .146 146 138 430 streak to four straight.
Todd, f _
Hammond —__ 171 145 175 491
Johnson
.136 148 137 421
Effective shooting of Gene Claw- Ij Watson, f
Potter
__ .204 182 160 546
Landreth __
.135 159 105 399 son and Chuck Burgess built lip i
Stephens
. .179 197 192 568
Lloyd ________.137 150 115 402 Montana’s lead to 26-16- at half
Loans - Bonds - Real Estate
Totals
_21
8 10 50 Turner '
..158 171 203 532
Clapp
. 81
61
88 230 time.
Insurance of A ll Kinds
Hall
162 151 170 483
Grizzlies looked their worst of
Saturday night’s game:
Totals___ .635 664 583
the series during the ,first few minMontana (52)
FG FT
MISSOULA, MONT.
Totals___ __ 874 846 900 2620
Delta Delta Delta
utes of the second half. Gonzaga Jones, f ___________ 6
2
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Heidel
.112 128 122 362 racked up nine points and Montana jDeGroot, f ____ ,____ 5
2
Swarthout
140 163 114 417
MONTANA TEACHERS
Hopper
. 79
92
96 277 missed several shots until Jones j Clawson, c _______ - 4
0
Buckingham _ i 4 o 151 137 428 Enroll now for mid-year and
Bakke __ ____.9 9 106
87 292 blazed down the floor for three IJ. Burgess, g ______1
1
Aubert
163 161 181 505 1942 placement. Superior place
Kemp
. 93 133
98 324 left-handed tallies and DeGroot C. Burgess, g _____4
2
for over a quarter
Beyer
147 132 169 448 ment service
Hemingway __. 80
97
99 276 contributed three more.
of a century.
[McKenzie, c ______0
1
Enke
__ 179 160 118 457
After Montana had piled up a Nicholas, g _________ 1
0
Huff Teachers’ Agency
Totals - .463 556 502
50-25 score, Dahlberg sent in the Hesser, g __________ 1 0
Totals .
.769 767 719 2255 Member of the N.A.T.A. Phone
reserves, using 13 men in the fray.
Alpha Phi
6653. Just off the campus,
Phi Sigma Kappa
Montana spirit was better, team
Burgess
. .164 113 121 398
Totals___ _______ 22
8 10 52
University and Helen.
Daems
192 100 148 440
McLeod _____ .137 132 128 397 play was good and shooting was
FG FT PF TP Plummer
Gonzaga (31)
180 151 117 448
Bertsch _____ . 98 110 128 336 the best of the season. Saturday sepich, f
__t____3
2
2
8 Dahmer __ __ 141 132 160 433
Walker ____ .132 134 108 374 night they made 22 of 72 field tries !LaBissioniere f __ 1
Martinsen __ 142 141 152 435
Mackey
.122 145 118 385 which is better than one-third.
|Yager c __________ 0
Blair
125 124 142 391
Cubs Triumph
jBrice, g ___________|3
Totals___.653 634 603
Cubs showed they were in better Ebaugh, g ------------ 6
Totals _____780 648 719 2147
Kappa Kappa Gamma
condition as they outran Stude- j Coyle, c .------------— 0
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Marshall ____ .147 148 135 430 bakers, 49-46, ’ in the first game iEvavold, f --------------0
W is e ______ __179 183 136 498
Brenner_____ .142 129 147 418 Saturday night. Close all the way, j J- Watson, c ---------- 0
—
W edin_____ __154 156 170 480
Mulroney_____.114
99 155 368 the yearlings had the stamina to
Fairbanks
.117 133 108 358
Mann
__
.133 128 107 368 turn on the heat in the final min
Totals____ __ ___ 13
5 11 31 McCully . ._ 132 205 167 504
* In Price
C ow ell______ .179 142 169 490 utes of play.
Zuelke _____— 115 187 135 437
Dick Bowman, guard, gave a McLAUGHLIN SAFE
9 In Quality
Totals
.715 646 713
neat exhibition o f basketball with IN PHILIPPINES
Totals___ __697 864 716 2277
In Style
his tricky floorwork, which set up j Joe McLaughlin, ex -’40, is safe
Sigma Nu
Aquamaids will meet at 5 o’clock many scoring plays, and his ability ; in the Philippine Islands, accord- Anderson__ — 172 187 152 513
this afternoon in the men’s gym to connect with the hoop.
SHOP AT
j ing to a cable received here during Floan _____ .171 119 131 421
to elect officers and discuss plans
Bob Latrielle, center, was the the vacation. McLaughlin is a first Hubbard _ .. 147 141 139 427
for the year, according to Miss most effective scorer, ringing up lieutenant in the Army Air corps Baldwin___ — 111 167 119
397
Betty Clague, assistant professor of 15 points.
|and has been stationed at Fort Sandell
.. 209 170 174 553
physical education. All members
Lineups: Cubs (49)—Sullivan Stotsenborg in the Philippines for
are urged to attend.
6, Cramer 3, Dikeos 6, Stegner 2, |a year.
Totals___ ....810 785 715 2310
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Deiss Promotes
Nationally Known Scientist
Recognized as Outstanding
Authority for Geologists
By HARLAN LEE

Through the efforts of Dr. Charles Deiss, professor of geo
logy and Montana paleontologist, the university will realize
a permanent fossil collection containing a number of unusually
rare and well-preserved specimens which will increase con
siderably the teaching material now in the geology depart
ment.
study he and Clapp started in 1932

School F
Group Sponsors
Marionette Meet
Eight students met last night
with Mrs. Ad Kams to revive in
terest in marionettes on the campus.
The meeting was sponsored by the
activities committee, of which Har
old Mykleb'ust, Missoula, is chair
man.
Mrs. Karns said that the first
work would be to finish the mar
ionette stage begun several years
and now standing in Simpkins hall.
The group will then make marion
ettes and stage a show, possibly
“ The Wizard of Oz,” she said.
The next meeting will be at 1
o’clock Saturday in Simpkins hall
to start work on the stage. Any
one interested in marionettes is
asked to get in touch with Mrs.
Karns or come to the meeting Satirday.

Dorm Residents Consume.
2 1-2 Tons o f M eat in October
Fifty-two hundred pounds of meat, 600 dozen eggs, 1325
pounds of butter and 6670 pounds of potatoes ordered during
October by Mrs. Monica B. Swearingen, director of residence
halls, may be only a mid-morning snack to Paul Bunyan, but
those foodstuffs are provisions for a month’s meals for 400
dormitory residents.
*
~ '

Posin Speaks
To Authors

Twenty-four boxes of apples, 391
pounds of bananas, 2,069 gallons of
milk, 214 gallons of cream, 194
pounds of coffee, 120 dozen heads
of lettuce, 650 pounds of cabbage
Dr. D. Q. Posin, assistant pro
and 990 pounds of carrots contrib
Deiss, nationally recognized as in Nevada, Utah and Wyoming.
uted; to a balanced diet for stu fessor of physics, discussed the
an outstanding authority in Cam The work in southwestern United
general field of radioactivity in a
dents living in the halls.
brian stratigraphy by virtue of ex States indicated that some of the
Mrs. Swearingen, in releasing talk on “Experiments With -Artitensive studies made in the past 13 seas of the Cambrian period, more
statistics recently, said they show ficially-Radioactive Substances,”
years, was called to Washington, than 500 million years ago, had
orfly larger items, and miscel before a meeting of Authors’ dub
D. C., recently to conduct survey
laneous purchases in smaller quan in the Bitter Root room Saturday
work on the Geological survey.
tities rounded out the month’s food night.
The honor was bestowed upon Deiss
Dr. Posin explained that it is pos
supply. Canned goods, which are
as a result of his field work in the
ordered yearly, are not included in sible to make all elements radio
Saypo Quadrangle northwest of
these figures. Food consumption active by bombarding them with
Helena in 1940 and 1941.
varies somewhat throughout the fast-moving atoms. He said that
Deiss Visits Capital City
year, but October is a fairly repre one important use of this fact lies
sentative month, Mrs. Swearingen in the field of plant and animal
The professor capitalized on his
metabolism. He used a white rat
trip to the capital city by visiting
said.
Food used by all state institutions to illustrate his talk.
various scientific institutions in an
is requisitioned from the state pur
effort to obtain fossil collections
for shipment to the university.
James Hodges, Laurel, speaking chasing agent in Helena.
After conductiong professional
Severed cooks in each hall handle
before a meeting of International
work and delivering two lectures i
Relations club last week, declared the culinary end of feeding 400
in Washington, he revised and |
that in order to win both the war students. During fall quarter of
criticized manuscripts to be pub
and the peace the United States each year students enrolled in the
lished by the Geological Survey.
must have a strong, binding, def institutional cookery class help in
The paleontologist left Missoula j
inite alliance with Great Britain, the kitchens. As a final examina
Dec. 11. His first stop was in Cina union such as Clarence Streit tion, the 15 dietetics seniors taking
cinatti to discuss technical aspects
proposes ’ in “Union Now With the course last fall quarter preipared lunch and dinner for the
of geology with members of the
Britain.”
University of Cincinnatti. There he
“Adoption of the policy of ‘Union idorms entirely Unassisted.
covered
the
continent
from
the
“ Our students eat most of their
made arrangement for a shipment
Now’ is the best way to defend our
of an outstanding collection of fos north, and to get information con democratic principles from do !meals in the halls, which indicates
sils characteristic of the Ordovician cerning the rocks laid down in this mestic as well as foreign dangers, ' that they either can’t afford to eat
area it became necessary to in which will arise from prolonged |elsewhere, or that they are satisfied
period of time.
See You at the Store
While engaged in survey work in vestigate field conditions in Cana concentration of world power in 1with meals furnished them,” Mrs.
Washington from Dec. 16 to 27, da.
one man’s hands, and from national Swearingen said jokingly.
In Ten Minutes!
In 1938, financed by a grant-in- disunity and partisanship,” Hodges
Deiss worked on an average of 9
____
I in
___the
aidNorth
from Inter
the Geological Society and
hours_______
each day
said.
It’s a phrase that’s as col
ior building in conference with in cooperation with the university,
Fundamental provisions of the
legiate as the campus —
specialists on different phases of 'the paleontologist made several plan, as outlined by Hodges, are
and there must be some
Montana geology. On Dec. 22 he new and unexpected discoveries the union of the peoples of the
thing to it when all the
lectured before the joint assembly which made it necessary to return United States, United Kingdom,
Seniors say it . . . all the
of the Geological survey and scien- j to two additional areas in British Eire, Canada, Australia, New Zea
Juniors say i t. . , and even
tific organizations whose member- j Columbia and Alberta to test the land and Union of South Africa; j Active members of Alpha Lambthe Frosh are catching on.
ship includes scientists from all correctness of the conclusions representation according to popula 'da Delta, women’s national freshWe leave it to you. Where
phases of geology.
reached.
tion; guarantee of the Bill of Rights 'man honorary, will be hostesses
would you rather “ pause
Visits Museum
Deiss Writes Article
and admission of new members on to campus alumni at a party at
for a coke” or light up and
,
In 1940 Deiss published an arti- a basis of equality with the found 17:30 tonight • in the Bitter Root
“ Two days were spent in the)
„Lower and Mid(Ue Cambrian
smoke . . . meet a friend
' room. Purpose of the gathering
ers.
The
union
government
would
or make a date — than at
United States Museum making f " j stratigraphy of Southwestern A l' according to Ennola Campbell,
have
the
same
limited
but
effec
the Store?
rangements for the shipment of a )berta and Southeastem British
! Bonner, president of the group, is
collection of Jurassic fossils which. Columbia„ which was the resuit of tive powers that the U. S. govern to have the new members get acWhere does it take less
are being donated by that msti- U work -during the summers of ment now has in such matters as jquainted with the alums,
making war, peace, and treaties,
time . . . less trouble . . .
tution as partial compensation for j
qxhJ. 1939
j
President Ernest O. Melby will
less money to get what
the assistance the university has j Twq years Qf WOrk were neces- and issuing currency.
Ibe the principal speaker. Former
you want — than at the
given to the research program of |gary tQ complete definitions of new
jEjemberg Aline Mosby, Missoula;
LESTER ANNOUNCES
Store?
the federal survey,” Deiss said
Helen V. L. Peterson, Cut Bank,
formations and to correlate the TRYOUT TIME
From Dec. 28 until Jan. 1, Dr. j results with formations of lower
and
Mary
Bukvich,
Butte,
are
the
Well, OJC. then—see you
John Lester, assistant professor
Deiss attended the annual meeting ' and middle Cambrian formations in
'other speakers on the program.
at the Store!
of the Geological Survey of Ameri the Rocky Mountains as far south of music, announced that tryouts I There are 50 active and alumni
ca. He lectured, as a representative as Nevada. The article described for solo parts in the spring op- members on the campus, Miss
of the university, before this group in detail the section of Cambrian peretta have been scheduled for 5 {Campbell said. Alpha Lambda
on the geological structure of the rocks on Mt. Bosworth in Yoho o’clock today in Main hall audi Delta was organized at the uni
central part of the Saw Tooth National park and the rocks on Mt. torium. AH interested students versity in April,- 1936.
should report.
range.
Assinibone, 42 miles west of Banff.
While enroute to Boston, Deiss
NOTICE
Last year he published two sci
Student Union Building
revised manuscripts to be used in |entific manuscripts dealing with CARDS NOW OBTAINABLE
Managers’ club will meet at 9:30
Students who have not already o’clock tonight in the Eloise
the Geological Survey’s bulletin, ICambrian formations and strati
obtained their student activity Knowles room.
and arranged for a shipment of i graphy.
•cards may get them in the Student
identified Pennsylvanian and Per
Union business office beginning
mian fossils from Princeton uni
today, Clide Carr, ASMSU business
versity.
manager, said yesterday.
Dr. Deiss has obtained several
other contributions to the univer
RAMSKILL TO SPEAK
sity fossil collection since he has
Professor J. H. Ramskill, pro
been on the campus. As a result
of work during the summer of 1939,
George F. Duvall, Missoula CPA, fessor of forestry, will talk on the
he added more than 3500 specimens will speak on “The Prerequisites of Burma road at 2 o’clock this after
of trilobites and other fossil ani- the Accountant” at 7:30 o’clock noon in the Journalism auditorium.
mals. An earlier collection included j tonight in Craig 109. Duvall audits This is the first in a series of
several rare fossil sponges and the books of the Associated Stu weekly talks on current events.
examples of the first forms of dents’ store and has advised ASM
blastoids, closely related to the SU concerning the investments of NOTICE
Sluice Box editorial staff will
ancestors of the present “ Sea Lily. the Alumni Challenge Field cormeet at 5 o’clock today in Journa
The study of Cambrian rocks and iporation.
trilobites in Montana was started
He is the Missoula member of lism 203, Ann Clements, editor,
in 1932 as a sideline to work in Ithe accounting firm of Douglas announced yesterday.
geological mapping, which Deiss Wilson Ferris and Company and,
Emily Louise Marlow, ’41, and
and the late President C. H. Clapp like other Montana CPA’s is do
>WE HAVE FURNISHED MISSOULA HOMES
were doing in the Lewis and Clark nating his time and expenses to Bob Storez, ex-’41, were married
FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS
Jan.
12
in
Missoula.
They
will
appear. Duvall is the third CPA
range.
make their home in Wallace, Idaho.
In 1937 Deiss continued the to lecture here this quarter.
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